Rhyming Bingo Game

How to play: You will need 1 bingo 'caller' and 2-5 players.
- Each 'player' needs a bingo mat.
- Place the picture cards in a pile, face down.
- The bingo caller picks up a card and names the picture on the card.
- The players then cover the pictures on the bingo mat that rhyme with a Tiddalik counter.
- The person who covers all the pictures on their bingo mat wins!!!!

Helping hints 🌻😊

* Draw attention to the fact that rhyming words have the same ending by breaking the words down. E.g. “cat and hat both end with 'at'. “c - at, h- at.”

* Sometimes children can guess a rhyming word when they are given the first sound.
  Say "What rhymes with log? I am thinking of something that starts with 'd'. Log rhymes with d…..og."

* Providing other clues may also help.
  Say "What rhymes with log? I am thinking of something that starts with 'd' and it barks. Woof woof. Log rhymes with d…..og."

* If they still can’t identify the word, narrow down their options to two pictures. Place your hands over the rest of the card.
  Say “What rhymes with log. Is it house or dog?”

* If your child does not seem to understand the concept of rhyming, don't put too much pressure on them or they will quickly become frustrated with the game. Instead, provide lots of examples of rhyming words for them to listen to.
  Say "The picture is of a log. Log rhymes with dog, frog, bog… “ You have a dog on your card, log rhymes with dog."